In this paper, we introduce an automatic room segmentation approach based on morphological processing. The inputs are registered point-clouds obtained from either a static laser scanner or a mobile scanning system, without any required prior information or initial labeling satisfying specific conditions. The proposed segmentation method's main concept, based on the assumption that each room is bound by vertical walls, is to project the 3D point cloud onto a 2D binary map and to close all openings (e.g., doorways) to other rooms. This is achieved by creating an initial segment map, skeletonizing the surrounding walls of each segment, and iteratively connecting the closest pixels between the skeletonized walls. By iterating this procedure for all initial segments, the algorithm produces a "watertight" floor map, on which each room can be segmented by a labeling process. Finally, the original 3D points are segmented according to their 2D locations as projected on the segment map. The novel features of our approach are: (1) its robustness against occlusions and clutter in point-cloud input; (2) high segmentation performance regardless of the number of rooms or architectural complexity; and (3) straight segmentation boundary generation, all of which were proved in experiments with various sets of real-world, synthetic, and publicly available data. Additionally, comparisons with the five popular existing methods through both qualitative and quantitative evaluations demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a process entailing the gathering and structuring of all data and information relevant to building assets [1] . BIM can be used to evaluate design, reduce construction and maintenance costs, support building management, and enhance collaboration and information sharing. However, the majority of existing buildings lack BIM [2] [3] [4] . Even where existing buildings have BIM, often it does not represent the current situation, particularly in cases of continual remodeling or renovation [5] . For these reasons, generating accurate as-built BIM for the purposes of verifying the as-built condition of existing structures is an emerging challenge in the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industries. Many techniques for recording of existing building data are available. As-built BIM with laser scanning, for example, is more and more commonly utilized within the AEC industry for its provision of explicit 3D information in the form of high-density point clouds suitable for detailed 3D modeling [6, 7] . Obtainment of BIM outputs from 3D point-cloud data entails a sequence of processes: (1) geometric modeling of architectural
Related Work
In this section, the recent work on two-different-domain room segmentation within the robotics and AEC communities is presented, and the strengths and limitations of the respective approaches are discussed.
Room Segmentation in Robotics Community
The following methods assume that a complete grid map of the indoor environment is given as the input for room segmentation. Fabrizi and Saffiotti [22] apply morphological operators to room segmentation. First, a fuzzy grid map representing the degree of cell occupancy by obstacles is generated. Then, the morphological opening operator (i.e., erosion followed by dilation) is applied to partition the fuzzy grid map into regions separated by narrow passages such as doors. Since the transformed grid map is still dispersed, the watershed algorithm is used to refine the transformed grid map into a more separable form. Diosi et al. [23] propose segmentation of the occupancy grid map into labeled rooms based on the watershed algorithm, which performs a distance transformation of the grid map, thus creating a distance map representing the distance from each grid cell to the closest obstacle. Each cell is then traced uphill to its local maximum, typically near the center of the room; all cells leading to the same local maximum are labeled as belonging to the same segment. However, the watershed algorithm can lead to over-segmentation [32] ; in such cases, post-processing for subsequent merging must be manually implemented, for example, by using virtual markers.
Mozos et al. [33] implement feature-based segmentation. They compute a set of geometric features, such as the average distance between two consecutive beams or the perimeter of the area covered by a scan, from simulated laser beams reaching to all accessible pixels within the grid map. They next classify the features into specific room labels, such as office or corridor, using the AdaBoost classifier, and merge all neighboring points with the same label into one. In order to obtain good classification results, however, the classifier requires a sufficient amount of manually labeled training data. Further, this is problematic if new environments that do not resemble the training data are to be segmented.
Brunskill et al. [25] propose an algorithm for automatic decomposition of a map into sub-segments using a graph-partitioning technique known as spectral clustering; the algorithm, by assuming each grid map as a graph, divides graph nodes (each represented by map position coordinates x and y) into groups so that connectivity is maximized between nodes in the same cluster and minimized between nodes in different clusters. Wurmet al. [20] apply distance transformation to the grid map, and construct a Voronoi Graph by skeletonization of the generated distance map. To partition the nodes of the graph into disjointed groups, the critical nodes, which is to say those where the distance to the closest obstacle on the map is a local minimum, are investigated. Typically, the critical nodes, which can be found in narrow passages (such as doorways), are used for grouping of similar nodes. However, graph-based segmentation often over-segments long corridors into smaller regions [19] .
Friedman et al. [34] suggest Voronoi random field segmentation. They extract a Voronoi graph from the occupancy grid map and generate the Voronoi random field with nodes and edges corresponding to the Voronoi graph. Then, they extract spatial and connectivity features from the map and generate the learned AdaBoost decision stumps to be used as observations in the Voronoi random field. Finally, they apply loopy belief propagation inference to compute the map labeling in the Voronoi random field. This method, however, requires manually labeled maps for training of the AdaBoost classifier on each place type.
Room Segmentation in AEC Community
In the context of AEC applications, several studies on room segmentation have been conducted for 3D point-cloud data. Ochmann et al. [30] propose a probabilistic point-to-room segmentation method based on Bayes' theory. In the beginning, each measured point is initially segmented with an index of the scan from which it originates. Then, an iterative re-segment process is performed to update assignments of points to rooms based on the estimated visibilities between any two locations within the point cloud. However, this method requires initial prior room segmentation with respect to known scanner locations. In addition, the computational loads are proportional to the number of points scanned.
Mura et al. [15] propose an iterative binary subdivision algorithm. It starts by projecting the entire point cloud onto the x-y plane. The projected candidate walls are clustered in order to obtain a smaller number of good representative lines for walls. Then, from the intersections of the representative lines, a cell complex is built, the edges of which are weighted according to the likelihood of being genuine walls. Finally, diffusion distances on the cell-graph of the complex are computed, which are used to drive iterative cell clustering that enables extraction of the separate rooms. However, this approach assumes that during the segmentation, the scanner locations are known.
Turner [17] defines a room as a connected subset of interior triangles created by Delaunay triangulation. A seed triangle is representative of a room, in that every room to be modeled has one. These seeds are used to partition the rest of the interior triangles into rooms. Before segmentation though, the triangles have to be initially segmented into "inside" or "outside" according to the known scanner path.
In the approach of Macher et al. [18] , only 20 cm slices of point clouds at the ceiling level, as projected onto a 2D binary image, are used. A pixel on the binary image is randomly selected, and then region growing is performed to segment the selected region into a single room. This process is repeated to create a 2D segmented image that is subsequently used to segment the original 3D point cloud. Unfortunately, this method is valid only if the ceiling points are obtained without occlusions and there are no links between rooms at the ceiling level.
Ikehata et al. [31] initialize the domain of point clouds on the x-y plane, apply the k-medoids algorithm, and cluster sub-sampled pixels. Starting from 200 clusters, they iterate the k-medoids algorithm and perform cluster merging, whereby two adjacent clusters are merged if the distance between their centers is less than the pre-defined value. Finally, the segmentation results are propagated to all of the pixels in the domain using the nearest neighbor. The main downside of this method is the strict Manhattan assumption, according to which, for refinement of segmented rooms, the walls must be parallel to each other.
Summary
In the robotics community, the above-discussed five different methods, namely morphological processing, distance transform, feature-based segmentation, Voronoi graph segmentation, and Voronoi random field, are still widely used for room segmentation. In a recent paper, Bormann et al. [19] thoroughly compare the segmentation performances of these methods for a variety of test data sets. According to their results, the three commonly occurring limitations of those methods are as follows: (1) they tend to provide severe over-or under-segmentation; (2) the segment boundaries are irregular and arbitrarily positioned, which render use in as-built BIM creation problematic; and (3) some of the methods include manual steps, such as creation of labeled maps [33, 34] or placement of virtual markers [23] , that prevent their integration into automatic flows.
According to our overall review of the recent AEC literature, the chief limitation of the existing room segmentation methods lies in the initial segmentation or refinement phases, because they require known scanner locations. This prevents their effective application for existing or publicly available point-cloud data lacking such information, and limits them, moreover, to specific scanning instruments such as a static laser scanner or a mobile scanning system. Some methods, for example Macher et al. [18] and Ikehata et al. [31] , do not require known scanner locations or prior knowledge, but operate only under specific conditions. Further, some methods are limited to segmentation of rooms with planar walls [15, 30, 31] , which fact narrows the range of their practical applications. Table 1 provides a summary of the room segmentation methods used in the robotics and AEC communities as well as a comparison with our approach. In contrast to the existing methods, our approach is available for different data types (i.e., 2D grid maps or 3D point clouds), for different scanning instruments (i.e., static laser scanners or mobile scanning systems), and does not require supplementary data (i.e., training data or known scanner locations). Further, our approach provides straight segmentation boundary and high segmentation performance, regardless of architectural complexity in terms of curved walls. The following sections provide detailed overview of the respective aspects of our approach. 
Our Approach to Room Segmentation

Overview
We propose a novel method for segmentation of a point-cloud acquisition of an indoor environment into separate rooms based on morphological processing. Our room segmentation approach entails the consecutive steps schematized in Figure 1: (1) obtainment of the input data as a registered point cloud; (2) computation of a histogram along the z-axis of the point cloud for height estimation; (3) projection of only the points within the height offset onto a 2D binary map (representing occupied pixels as 1 and the others as 0) and filtration of those points by a labeling process; (4) creation of the initial segment map from the binary map using the detection window, which classifies only the occupied pixels from nearby walls that are beyond its range; (5) skeletonization of the surrounding walls of the initial segments, all of the openings of which are closed to create a watertight floor map; (6) segmentation of each room on the watertight floor map by a labeling process and its refinement to create the final segment map; and (7) segmentation of the original 3D points according to their 2D locations as projected onto the final segment map. The following subsections each contain a detailed description of our room segmentation approach for phases (2) to (6), respectively. Note that the proposed room segmentation is also applicable to 2D grid map inputs. In this case, the algorithm performs only the phases from (4) to (6) and provides a 2D segment map as the final product. Except for parameter selection, our approach is automatic and involves no manual intervention. The main assumptions, which hold valid for typical indoor environments, are: (1) ceilings and floors are planar and parallel structures bound by vertical walls; and (2) different rooms and corridors are connected by narrow passages such as doorways [7] [8] [9] 15] . phases (2) to (6), respectively. Note that the proposed room segmentation is also applicable to 2D grid map inputs. In this case, the algorithm performs only the phases from (4) to (6) and provides a 2D segment map as the final product. Except for parameter selection, our approach is automatic and involves no manual intervention. The main assumptions, which hold valid for typical indoor environments, are: (1) ceilings and floors are planar and parallel structures bound by vertical walls; and (2) different rooms and corridors are connected by narrow passages such as doorways [7] [8] [9] 15] . 
Height Estimation
The ceiling-to-floor height is estimated to classify the points that we want to retain for the next rasterization phase. In the height estimation, we assume that ceilings and floors are mostly planar and parallel structures including the largest number of points, with which the z-coordinates in the list of original points represent the height variations [7] [8] [9] . A histogram along the z-axis is computed to find the height with the largest number of points [17, 18] . Figure 2 shows an example of the number of histogram points ranging from the minimum to the maximum height (at 0.1 m intervals), the two peaks indicating the presence of large horizontal surfaces, the ceiling and floor respectively. The two largest-number point groups are separated from the point cloud, and their mean z-values are computed. Finally, the higher mean z-value is determined to be the ceiling height, and the lower one the floor height. 
Rasterization and Noise Filtering
In this phase, we filter out the noisy points using the height estimation, and we rasterize the point cloud into a binary map for later morphological processing. In the rasterization, the point 
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following subsections each contain a detailed description of our room segmentation approach for phases (2) to (6), respectively. Note that the proposed room segmentation is also applicable to 2D grid map inputs. In this case, the algorithm performs only the phases from (4) to (6) and provides a 2D segment map as the final product. Except for parameter selection, our approach is automatic and involves no manual intervention. The main assumptions, which hold valid for typical indoor environments, are: (1) ceilings and floors are planar and parallel structures bound by vertical walls; and (2) different rooms and corridors are connected by narrow passages such as doorways [7] [8] [9] 15] . 
Rasterization and Noise Filtering
In this phase, we filter out the noisy points using the height estimation, and we rasterize the point cloud into a binary map for later morphological processing. In the rasterization, the point cloud is projected onto the x-y plane to create a 2D binary map representing occupied pixels, which contains at least one projected point, represented as 1, and the others as 0 [35] . It is useful for the pixel size of the binary map to be small enough to preserve the architectural shape. We recommend the use of half the minimum wall thickness to effectively identify the different rooms; note though that it should not be too small to prevent hollow parts in a low-point-density area. Figure 3a provides an example of raw point-cloud input, and Figure 3b demonstrates its projection onto the 2D binary map, wherein the occupied pixels in white represent the indoor environments of the building or noise, and the unoccupied pixels in gray represent the outside environments of building or walls. Figure 3b also shows the problem presented by noisy pixels when projecting the entire point-cloud acquisition. Noisy pixels occur when projecting the scan points that pass through windows. To prevent any possible problems with the later morphological processing, it is desirable to remove these points rather than keeping them as occupied pixels in the binary map. To that end, only the points within the ceiling and floor height intervals (the two peaks in Figure 2 ) are kept for rasterization. Then, in order not to miss any structural details, an offset space from the ceiling height interval is defined, as illustrated in Figure 4 , in order to add points within it into the rasterization. This is valid, because vertical walls are as high as the ceiling height, while most clutter and windows are rather less than the ceiling height [10] . The offset space from the floor is not considered, because clutter near the floor is more hindrance than help. In this way, the unwanted scan points outside the building can be greatly reduced and cut off from the main segment, as shown in Figure 3c . After rasterization, we perform a labeling process to remove any pixel segments that do not belong to the main segment. In this process, the algorithm defines which pixels are connected to other pixels based on the number of connected neighborhoods (4-connectivity was assumed in the present study). Each connected segment is uniquely labeled with different integer values, and its pixels are counted [12, 36] . Among the labeled segments, the largest one is retained; the others, considered to be noise, are removed. Figure 3d shows the rasterized point cloud after noise filtering.
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Initial Segmentation
Given the noise-filtered binary map, an initial segment map is created to roughly locate single rooms. The initial segment map plays an important role in that it determines the number of rooms to be segmented and also provides a starting point for detailed segmentation of each room. Assuming that different rooms and corridors are connected by narrow passages such as doorways, the user needs to define a detection window greater than the largest doorway. This detection window visits all of the occupied pixels on the binary map and counts the number of unoccupied pixels within its range. If the count is zero, which indicates that the center of the detection window is farther from the nearby walls than its range, the algorithm classifies the center pixel as a part of the initial segments; otherwise, the center pixel is classified as a part of unsegmented areas. Note that a circular-shaped detection window is desirable, because the sharp corners of other, polygonal-shaped detection windows easily bump into the boundaries of a narrow hallway, thus often failing to create the correct initial segment map. By moving the detection window onto all of the occupied pixels one by one, the original binary map is partitioned into several isolated regions, as shown in Figure 5 . Each isolated region in white represents a single room consisting of homogeneous, occupied pixels. The black areas are the occupied, but unsegmented pixels to be segmented in the later phases, and the gray areas are the unoccupied pixels, such as walls or outside building environments, that do not need to be segmented. 
Opening Closure
This section describes in detail the main contribution of our paper: a method for creation of the watertight floor map from the initial segmentation using the morphological process illustrated in Figure 6 . In this study, we define a room as a region bound by vertical walls and linked to other rooms through doorway openings. The key operation is the separation of a room from the others by closing all of the openings to them. The algorithm begins by selecting one segment (Figure 7a ) from the initial segment map, and finds the surrounding walls (unoccupied pixels) to be closed. For that 
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This section describes in detail the main contribution of our paper: a method for creation of the watertight floor map from the initial segmentation using the morphological process illustrated in Figure 6 . In this study, we define a room as a region bound by vertical walls and linked to other rooms through doorway openings. The key operation is the separation of a room from the others by closing all of the openings to them. The algorithm begins by selecting one segment (Figure 7a ) from the initial segment map, and finds the surrounding walls (unoccupied pixels) to be closed. For that purpose, a 1-pixel-thick boundary of the selected initial segment is traced as shown in Figure 7b . Then, a new detection window is defined to find the surrounding walls: it visits all of the occupied pixels composing the boundary and finds any unoccupied pixels within its range. This time, the size of the detection window is double that specified in the initial segmentation phase so as to find all of the surrounding walls without exception. Additionally, a square-shaped detection window is desirable, because it is advantageous to include a sharp corner. The surrounding walls are represented in yellow in Figure 7c , which includes a doorway and other small openings. Note that small openings are found when the pixel size is not sufficiently smaller than the minimum wall thickness; in order to prevent hollow parts in a low-point-density area, sometimes this is unavoidable. These openings are closed by iteratively connecting the closest pixels of two different wall segments. To reduce the computation loads for finding the closest pixels, a skeletonization algorithm is adopted. The algorithm iteratively reduces pixels composing an object in a binary map to retain a skeletal remnant that has the same distance from two closest pixels on the object boundary [37] . The skeletonized image yields a 1-pixel-thick center line that preserves the topology of the original walls while reducing the search space for finding the closest pixels. The resulting skeleton, due to the openings, is often divided into several small skeletons, one of which is labeled yellow and the others green, as shown in Figure 7d . purpose, a 1-pixel-thick boundary of the selected initial segment is traced as shown in Figure 7b . Then, a new detection window is defined to find the surrounding walls: it visits all of the occupied pixels composing the boundary and finds any unoccupied pixels within its range. This time, the size of the detection window is double that specified in the initial segmentation phase so as to find all of the surrounding walls without exception. Additionally, a square-shaped detection window is desirable, because it is advantageous to include a sharp corner. The surrounding walls are represented in yellow in Figure 7c , which includes a doorway and other small openings. Note that small openings are found when the pixel size is not sufficiently smaller than the minimum wall thickness; in order to prevent hollow parts in a low-point-density area, sometimes this is unavoidable. These openings are closed by iteratively connecting the closest pixels of two different wall segments. To reduce the computation loads for finding the closest pixels, a skeletonization algorithm is adopted. The algorithm iteratively reduces pixels composing an object in a binary map to retain a skeletal remnant that has the same distance from two closest pixels on the object boundary [37] . The skeletonized image yields a 1-pixel-thick center line that preserves the topology of the original walls while reducing the search space for finding the closest pixels. The resulting skeleton, due to the openings, is often divided into several small skeletons, one of which is labeled yellow and the others green, as shown in Figure 7d . The two closest pixels are determined by computing the distances of all pixel-to-pixel combinations between two groups; see, for example, the yellow skeleton and the other, green skeletons in Figure 7d . The point pair with the shortest distance is determined by Equation (1) 
where * , * is the pixel pair with the shortest distance; and are the pixels from two different pixel groups, respectively; and and are the numbers of pixels composing the respective skeletons. A 1-pixel-thick line (the red pixels in Figure 8a ), which is intersected by the straight line connecting the closest two pixels, is found by Bresenham's algorithm [38] and used to close the opening. Then, both of the connected green skeletons and the 1-pixel-thick red line are combined with the yellow skeleton. This process operates recursively until all of the green skeletons are combined with the yellow skeleton (Figure 8b,c) . Note that this iterative process is skipped if the skeletonized wall initially has only one opening or none. At the final iteration, all of the skeletonized walls are combined to form a single skeleton, which inevitably leaves one last opening to be closed (Figure 8d ). The two closest pixels are determined by computing the distances of all pixel-to-pixel combinations between two groups; see, for example, the yellow skeleton and the other, green skeletons in Figure 7d . The point pair with the shortest distance is determined by Equation (1),
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is the pixel pair with the shortest distance; P i and P j are the pixels from two different pixel groups, respectively; and n and m are the numbers of pixels composing the respective skeletons. A 1-pixel-thick line (the red pixels in Figure 8a ), which is intersected by the straight line connecting the closest two pixels, is found by Bresenham's algorithm [38] and used to close the opening. Then, both of the connected green skeletons and the 1-pixel-thick red line are combined with the yellow skeleton. This process operates recursively until all of the green skeletons are combined with the yellow skeleton (Figure 8b,c) . Note that this iterative process is skipped if the skeletonized wall initially has only one opening or none. At the final iteration, all of the skeletonized walls are combined to form a single skeleton, which inevitably leaves one last opening to be closed (Figure 8d ). This problem is resolved by temporarily creating a new larger opening than the previous one, which enables finding the closest pixels in the last opening. Note that the new opening should be located on the main branch of the skeleton tree; otherwise, the closest two pixels will be found in the new opening, not in the last opening. The above-noted conditions can be achieved by removing all of the small branches. To that end, all of the end pixels and junctions of the last skeleton are found and excluded together with their nearby skeleton pixels within the range of a new detection window whose size and shape are the same as those of the window used in the rasterization phase. This is valid, because the small branches of the last skeleton cannot be greater than half the detection window size. As a result, in the example of Figure 9a , the single skeleton is temporarily broken into five smaller skeletons (yellow lines), the longest of which is selected for the temporary opening. In Figure 9b , the original skeleton is broken again into two smaller skeletons (green and yellow) by the temporary opening, which allows for finding of the two closest pixels in the last opening by computing the shortest distance, as shown in Figure 9c . Finally, the temporary opening is restored back to the wall, resulting in the closed room shown in Figure 9d . The entire process is repeated until all of the surrounding walls of each initial segment are completely closed to create a watertight floor map, on which, in the next phase, each room can be segmented by a labeling process. This problem is resolved by temporarily creating a new larger opening than the previous one, which enables finding the closest pixels in the last opening. Note that the new opening should be located on the main branch of the skeleton tree; otherwise, the closest two pixels will be found in the new opening, not in the last opening. The above-noted conditions can be achieved by removing all of the small branches. To that end, all of the end pixels and junctions of the last skeleton are found and excluded together with their nearby skeleton pixels within the range of a new detection window whose size and shape are the same as those of the window used in the rasterization phase. This is valid, because the small branches of the last skeleton cannot be greater than half the detection window size. As a result, in the example of Figure 9a , the single skeleton is temporarily broken into five smaller skeletons (yellow lines), the longest of which is selected for the temporary opening. In Figure 9b , the original skeleton is broken again into two smaller skeletons (green and yellow) by the temporary opening, which allows for finding of the two closest pixels in the last opening by computing the shortest distance, as shown in Figure 9c . Finally, the temporary opening is restored back to the wall, resulting in the closed room shown in Figure 9d . The entire process is repeated until all of the surrounding walls of each initial segment are completely closed to create a watertight floor map, on which, in the next phase, each room can be segmented by a labeling process. 
Room Labeling and Refinement
A labeling process is performed on the generated watertight floor map to separate rooms from each other. In the labeling process, each connected segment is uniquely labeled and sorted according to the occupied pixel count. The number of top largest segments, which are supposed to be classified as rooms, is determined by the initial segmentation phase. Typically, the other remaining segments 
A labeling process is performed on the generated watertight floor map to separate rooms from each other. In the labeling process, each connected segment is uniquely labeled and sorted according to the occupied pixel count. The number of top largest segments, which are supposed to be classified as rooms, is determined by the initial segmentation phase. Typically, the other remaining segments do not include a sufficient number of occupied pixels to be classified as individual rooms, and thus should be reclassified among the above-classified rooms. Likewise, the occupied pixels used for closing the openings (red pixels in Figures 8 and 9) should also be classified. In the refinement phase, we investigate all of the eight-connectivity neighboring pixels of those occupied but unclassified segments, and group the neighboring pixels according to their labels. The dominant label is determined by counting the number of occupied pixels of each group, and is then used to label the unclassified segments. The refinement process operates recursively until no other unclassified segments are found. Examples before and after application of refinement are illustrated in Figure 10 , where the unclassified segments in black are classified as green according to the dominant label of the neighboring pixels. do not include a sufficient number of occupied pixels to be classified as individual rooms, and thus should be reclassified among the above-classified rooms. Likewise, the occupied pixels used for closing the openings (red pixels in Figures 8 and 9) should also be classified. In the refinement phase, we investigate all of the eight-connectivity neighboring pixels of those occupied but unclassified segments, and group the neighboring pixels according to their labels. The dominant label is determined by counting the number of occupied pixels of each group, and is then used to label the unclassified segments. The refinement process operates recursively until no other unclassified segments are found. Examples before and after application of refinement are illustrated in Figure 10 , where the unclassified segments in black are classified as green according to the dominant label of the neighboring pixels.
(a) (b) Figure 10 . Example of refinement for unclassified segments colored in black: (a) before; and (b) after refinement.
Over-segmentation can occur when the initial segmentation incorrectly finds single rooms due to hollow parts on the rasterized point cloud. The main factors leading to hollow parts are the presence of low-density areas or unfiltered occlusions. Typically, low-density areas can be prevented either by selecting the proper pixel size for rasterization or by performing multiple scans. However, significant clutter passing through the ceiling and floor, such as stairs, columns, or pipelines, inevitably produces hollow parts on the rasterized binary map. Since hollow parts sometimes are identified as walls (unoccupied pixels), as shown in Figure 11a , they can lead to over-segmentation, as shown in Figure 11b ,c. To address this problem, we investigate all of the eight-connectivity neighboring pixels of individual rooms, and classify them as occupied or unoccupied. If the number of occupied pixels is greater than the number of unoccupied pixels, indicating that more than half of the neighboring pixels are occupied by the other rooms, which would be against our assumption that a room is a region bounded by walls (i.e., unoccupied pixels), the current room is reclassified among the other rooms according to the dominant label (Figure 11d ). This process operates recursively until all of the individual rooms are tested, thus creating the final segment map. Subsequently, the original 3D scan points are segmented according to their projected 2D locations on the final segment map. Over-segmentation can occur when the initial segmentation incorrectly finds single rooms due to hollow parts on the rasterized point cloud. The main factors leading to hollow parts are the presence of low-density areas or unfiltered occlusions. Typically, low-density areas can be prevented either by selecting the proper pixel size for rasterization or by performing multiple scans. However, significant clutter passing through the ceiling and floor, such as stairs, columns, or pipelines, inevitably produces hollow parts on the rasterized binary map. Since hollow parts sometimes are identified as walls (unoccupied pixels), as shown in Figure 11a , they can lead to over-segmentation, as shown in Figure 11b ,c. To address this problem, we investigate all of the eight-connectivity neighboring pixels of individual rooms, and classify them as occupied or unoccupied. If the number of occupied pixels is greater than the number of unoccupied pixels, indicating that more than half of the neighboring pixels are occupied by the other rooms, which would be against our assumption that a room is a region bounded by walls (i.e., unoccupied pixels), the current room is reclassified among the other rooms according to the dominant label (Figure 11d ). This process operates recursively until all of the individual rooms are tested, thus creating the final segment map. Subsequently, the original 3D scan points are segmented according to their projected 2D locations on the final segment map. 
Experiments and Results
Evaluation with Real-World Data Sets
We evaluated the proposed approach using two real-world data sets acquired by a phase-based laser scanner, FARO Focus 3D. The first data set contained approximately 66 million scan points, including a long corridor that connects seven rooms. The second data set contained approximately 31 million scan points, including five rooms and stairs ascending into the upper floor. The scanning results for these sites, as representative of severe occlusions and clutter, are illustrated in Figure 12 . We implemented the proposed room segmentation approach in MATLAB for prototyping, and performed the experiment on a laptop computer with Intel Core i7 (2.3 GHz, 16.0 GB of RAM).
The test parameters are listed in Table 2 . Except for parameter selection, our approach is automatic and does not require any user intervention. In the height estimation phase, considering the distance accuracy of the laser scanner (±2 mm for Focus 3D), a sufficiently large height interval of 0.1 m was adopted for both data sets to effectively detect the points constituting the ceiling and floor in the histogram. In the noise filtering phase, to properly remove the noisy points while preserving the structural detail, the offset value should be slightly less than the distance between the ceiling and the highest points of openings or furniture. In this study, the distance was measured to 0.56 m for the first data set and to 0.45 m for the second data set; accordingly, the offset values of 0.5 and 0.4 m were adopted for the first and the second data sets, respectively. Note that these offset spaces were our subjective choices; certainly, one could alter or skip this process to extend the segmentation capabilities. For rasterization, a large pixel size can reduce processing time, but a too-large pixel size incurs large distortions in wall boundaries. By contrast, a small pixel size preserves the precise boundaries, but a too-small pixel size greatly increases processing time and can lead to hollow parts for low-density areas. Therefore, the pixel size should be smaller than the size of the detectable wall thickness, but should not be too small to prevent hollow parts on the binary map. In this study, the Figure 11 . Example of refinement process for over-segmentation: (a-c) incorrect segmentation due to hollow parts; and (d) merging of over-segmented room (colored in red) into nearby room (colored in blue).
Experiments and Results
Evaluation with Real-World Data Sets
The test parameters are listed in Table 2 . Except for parameter selection, our approach is automatic and does not require any user intervention. In the height estimation phase, considering the distance accuracy of the laser scanner (±2 mm for Focus 3D), a sufficiently large height interval of 0.1 m was adopted for both data sets to effectively detect the points constituting the ceiling and floor in the histogram. In the noise filtering phase, to properly remove the noisy points while preserving the structural detail, the offset value should be slightly less than the distance between the ceiling and the highest points of openings or furniture. In this study, the distance was measured to 0.56 m for the first data set and to 0.45 m for the second data set; accordingly, the offset values of 0.5 and 0.4 m were adopted for the first and the second data sets, respectively. Note that these offset spaces were our subjective choices; certainly, one could alter or skip this process to extend the segmentation capabilities. For rasterization, a large pixel size can reduce processing time, but a too-large pixel size incurs large distortions in wall boundaries. By contrast, a small pixel size preserves the precise boundaries, but a too-small pixel size greatly increases processing time and can lead to hollow parts for low-density areas. Therefore, the pixel size should be smaller than the size of the detectable wall thickness, but should not be too small to prevent hollow parts on the binary map. In this study, the pixel sizes of 0.05 and 0.03 m were adopted for the first and the second data sets, respectively, resulting in binary maps of 459 by 446 pixels for the first data set and 203 by 249 pixels for the second. pixel sizes of 0.05 and 0.03 m were adopted for the first and the second data sets, respectively, resulting in binary maps of 459 by 446 pixels for the first data set and 203 by 249 pixels for the second. The rasterization phase requires, for initial segmentation, one additional parameter: the detection window size. A large detection window size increases the number of pixels to be investigated within its range, thus requiring excessive processing time. In addition, a large detection window size does not necessarily equate to better performance; in fact, the detection window size is recommended to be just slightly greater than the existing openings. In practice, the user is required to define the radius of the detection window; as for the diameter of the detection window for initial segmentation (Table 2) , it is determined by doubling the radius and adding one pixel size representing the detection window center. By contrast, the other two detection window sizes in the opening-closure phase are automatically determined according to the first detection window size in the rasterization phase. Figure 13a ,b shows the generated segment maps for the first and second real-world data sets, respectively. The total time consumption was 22.27 seconds for the first data set and 16.78 seconds for the second. Then, the original 3D points were segmented, as shown in Figure 13c ,d, according to their projected 2D locations on the segment maps. As is apparent, the proposed approach performed well with the first real-world data set. Note that some holes in the blue point cloud were due to occlusions by furniture at the time of scanning. In the second data-set result, however, we encountered a problem, which is that the algorithm, as shown in Figure 14a , failed to decompose the first segment into two different rooms. The main factor leading to this incorrect segmentation was The rasterization phase requires, for initial segmentation, one additional parameter: the detection window size. A large detection window size increases the number of pixels to be investigated within its range, thus requiring excessive processing time. In addition, a large detection window size does not necessarily equate to better performance; in fact, the detection window size is recommended to be just slightly greater than the existing openings. In practice, the user is required to define the radius of the detection window; as for the diameter of the detection window for initial segmentation (Table 2) , it is determined by doubling the radius and adding one pixel size representing the detection window center. By contrast, the other two detection window sizes in the opening-closure phase are automatically determined according to the first detection window size in the rasterization phase. Figure 13a ,b shows the generated segment maps for the first and second real-world data sets, respectively. The total time consumption was 22.27 s for the first data set and 16.78 s for the second. Then, the original 3D points were segmented, as shown in Figure 13c ,d, according to their projected 2D locations on the segment maps. As is apparent, the proposed approach performed well with the first real-world data set. Note that some holes in the blue point cloud were due to occlusions by furniture at the time of scanning. In the second data-set result, however, we encountered a problem, which is that the algorithm, as shown in Figure 14a , failed to decompose the first segment into two different rooms. The main factor leading to this incorrect segmentation was the noisy scan points that filled the empty space between two wall surfaces as shown in Figure 14b , and which were projected onto the binary map and segmented together with the other (correctly) occupied pixels. The diffused noisy points were mainly due to a mirror in the scan area [39] . To enhance the current noise-filtering phase, one possible means would be planar detection [40] , which will be the focus of one of our future studies. Inf. 2017, 6, 206 15 of 26 the noisy scan points that filled the empty space between two wall surfaces as shown in Figure 14b , and which were projected onto the binary map and segmented together with the other (correctly) occupied pixels. The diffused noisy points were mainly due to a mirror in the scan area [39] . To enhance the current noise-filtering phase, one possible means would be planar detection [40] , which will be the focus of one of our future studies. Additionally, we evaluated our room segmentation approach, as shown in Figure 15 , using four publicly available point-cloud data sets [41] . The details of the experiments are summarized in Table 3 . For each data set, the pixel sizes were selected so as to be smaller than the size of the detectable wall thickness, but not too small to prevent hollow parts on the binary map. For the initial segmentation, meanwhile, the detection window sizes were selected to be greater than the existing openings measured in the point cloud. The height estimation and noise-filtering offset were not the noisy scan points that filled the empty space between two wall surfaces as shown in Figure 14b , and which were projected onto the binary map and segmented together with the other (correctly) occupied pixels. The diffused noisy points were mainly due to a mirror in the scan area [39] . To enhance the current noise-filtering phase, one possible means would be planar detection [40] , which will be the focus of one of our future studies. Additionally, we evaluated our room segmentation approach, as shown in Figure 15 , using four publicly available point-cloud data sets [41] . The details of the experiments are summarized in Table 3 . For each data set, the pixel sizes were selected so as to be smaller than the size of the detectable wall thickness, but not too small to prevent hollow parts on the binary map. For the initial segmentation, meanwhile, the detection window sizes were selected to be greater than the existing openings measured in the point cloud. The height estimation and noise-filtering offset were not Additionally, we evaluated our room segmentation approach, as shown in Figure 15 , using four publicly available point-cloud data sets [41] . The details of the experiments are summarized in Table 3 . For each data set, the pixel sizes were selected so as to be smaller than the size of the detectable wall thickness, but not too small to prevent hollow parts on the binary map. For the initial segmentation, meanwhile, the detection window sizes were selected to be greater than the existing openings measured in the point cloud. The height estimation and noise-filtering offset were not considered in the experiments with the publicly available data sets, due to the different ceiling levels of the rooms. Compared with the above-mentioned two real-world data sets, the publicly available data sets were more challenging, due to the complicated architectural shapes and incomplete scans. Nevertheless, the segment maps yielded generally good results for separation of rooms with straight segment boundaries. In Figure 15a , the first publicly available data set is a relatively simple structure, and its two rooms were correctly segmented by the proposed approach, as shown in Figure 15b . With the second data set in Figure 15c , the algorithm successfully separated the small segments (room numbers 1, 3, and 4 in Figure 15d ) from the main hall (room number 2 in Figure 15d ), but failed to decompose the main hall into a room and a corridor. This was due to the fact that the corridor violated one of our assumptions (i.e., two different regions are connected with narrower passages): it was directly connected to the other rooms without doorways, and thus the algorithm failed to create proper initial segments. On the other hand, with the third data set in Figure 15e , the algorithm over-produced the segments (room numbers 1, 2, and 4; and 6, 7, and 8 in Figure 15f ) due to the hollow parts stemming from incomplete scans. To avoid this problem, meticulous scanning without spaces is required so as to minimize occluded areas. However, for cases in which sufficient scanning is not available, an effective refinement strategy will be taken into consideration in future work. Finally, as indicated in Figure 15g ,h, the algorithm yielded overall good agreements with the experimental data. Note though that due to the small pixel size and the greater number of rooms, the processing time was longer than for the other data sets. The several factors affecting processing time will be discussed in detail in the following section. considered in the experiments with the publicly available data sets, due to the different ceiling levels of the rooms. Compared with the above-mentioned two real-world data sets, the publicly available data sets were more challenging, due to the complicated architectural shapes and incomplete scans. Nevertheless, the segment maps yielded generally good results for separation of rooms with straight segment boundaries. In Figure 15a , the first publicly available data set is a relatively simple structure, and its two rooms were correctly segmented by the proposed approach, as shown in Figure 15b . With the second data set in Figure 15c , the algorithm successfully separated the small segments (room numbers 1, 3, and 4 in Figure 15d ) from the main hall (room number 2 in Figure  15d ), but failed to decompose the main hall into a room and a corridor. This was due to the fact that the corridor violated one of our assumptions (i.e., two different regions are connected with narrower passages): it was directly connected to the other rooms without doorways, and thus the algorithm failed to create proper initial segments. On the other hand, with the third data set in Figure 15e , the algorithm over-produced the segments (room numbers 1, 2, and 4; and 6, 7, and 8 in Figure 15f ) due to the hollow parts stemming from incomplete scans. To avoid this problem, meticulous scanning without spaces is required so as to minimize occluded areas. However, for cases in which sufficient scanning is not available, an effective refinement strategy will be taken into consideration in future work. Finally, as indicated in Figure 15g ,h, the algorithm yielded overall good agreements with the experimental data. Note though that due to the small pixel size and the greater number of rooms, the processing time was longer than for the other data sets. The several factors affecting processing time will be discussed in detail in the following section. 
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Evaluation with Synthetic Data Sets
In order to check the feasibility of the proposed approach for the data sets with nonlinear architectural shapes and larger numbers of rooms, we generated five synthetic floor plans. Note that all of the tests were directly performed on the 2D binary map. In Figure 16a , the first binary map includes the greatest number of rooms connected by a long corridor that makes a large loop, but its overall architectural shape is relatively simple, consisting of rectangular-shaped rooms. In Figure  16c , the second binary map is still limited to straight boundaries, but the architectural shape is more complicated than the first one. In Figure 16e , the third binary map has the same architectural shape as the second one, but includes many hollow parts for consideration of scan holes due to low-density areas or tall furniture reaching to the ceiling level. In Figure 16g , the fourth binary map includes some nonlinear architectural shapes and small openings. Finally, the fifth binary map in Figure 16i shows the most complicated case among the synthetic data sets: the architectural shape is described by a set of highly nonlinear boundaries. Notably, each room on all of the synthetic binary maps includes one or more openings to other rooms.
The detailed test specifications are listed in Table 4 . Note that the time consumption does not include point-cloud rasterization. Table 4 indicates that the time consumption is influenced by four factors: number of rooms, hollow parts, and the map and detection window sizes in the rasterization phase. A larger number of rooms (data set 1) and hollow parts (data set 3) undoubtedly incur more time consumption, because they increase the number of openings to be investigated. Likewise, a large map size certainly increases the time consumption. Since the map size is determined by the pixel size in the rasterization phase, users need to select the proper pixel size for minimization of the computational loads but preservation of the precise architectural shapes; we recommend the use of half the minimum wall thickness. In this test, the pixel size of 5 cm was assumed for all of the synthetic binary maps. The detection window size greatly influences the processing time; for example, the segmentation of data set 4 became much more time consuming even with the smallest number of rooms. As we discussed above, a large detection window size does not necessarily equate to better performance. Therefore, a smaller detection window size is to be preferred, as long as it provides for proper initial segmentation. 
In order to check the feasibility of the proposed approach for the data sets with nonlinear architectural shapes and larger numbers of rooms, we generated five synthetic floor plans. Note that all of the tests were directly performed on the 2D binary map. In Figure 16a , the first binary map includes the greatest number of rooms connected by a long corridor that makes a large loop, but its overall architectural shape is relatively simple, consisting of rectangular-shaped rooms. In Figure 16c , the second binary map is still limited to straight boundaries, but the architectural shape is more complicated than the first one. In Figure 16e , the third binary map has the same architectural shape as the second one, but includes many hollow parts for consideration of scan holes due to low-density areas or tall furniture reaching to the ceiling level. In Figure 16g , the fourth binary map includes some nonlinear architectural shapes and small openings. Finally, the fifth binary map in Figure 16i shows the most complicated case among the synthetic data sets: the architectural shape is described by a set of highly nonlinear boundaries. Notably, each room on all of the synthetic binary maps includes one or more openings to other rooms.
The detailed test specifications are listed in Table 4 . Note that the time consumption does not include point-cloud rasterization. Table 4 indicates that the time consumption is influenced by four factors: number of rooms, hollow parts, and the map and detection window sizes in the rasterization phase. A larger number of rooms (data set 1) and hollow parts (data set 3) undoubtedly incur more time consumption, because they increase the number of openings to be investigated. Likewise, a large map size certainly increases the time consumption. Since the map size is determined by the pixel size in the rasterization phase, users need to select the proper pixel size for minimization of the computational loads but preservation of the precise architectural shapes; we recommend the use of half the minimum wall thickness. In this test, the pixel size of 5 cm was assumed for all of the synthetic binary maps. The detection window size greatly influences the processing time; for example, the segmentation of data set 4 became much more time consuming even with the smallest number of rooms. As we discussed above, a large detection window size does not necessarily equate to better performance. Therefore, a smaller detection window size is to be preferred, as long as it provides for proper initial segmentation. The resultant segment maps are compared with the input binary maps in Figure 16 . Overall, the proposed approach was proved to be not susceptible to either the number of rooms or complex architectural shapes. However, in Figure 16f , compared with Figure 16d , two regions (room numbers 2 and 13) were found to be over-segmented. This problem was due to the fact that several hollow parts prevented the detection window from entering those rooms, thus leading to incorrect initial segmentation. In the refinement phase, if the number of neighboring, unoccupied pixels of a segment is greater than the number of occupied ones, the algorithm is not able to distinguish the over-segmented room from the other, real rooms. To prevent hollow parts on the binary map, users need to either select a greater pixel size for rasterization or perform multiple scans to avoid low-density areas. The resultant segment maps are compared with the input binary maps in Figure 16 . Overall, the proposed approach was proved to be not susceptible to either the number of rooms or complex architectural shapes. However, in Figure 16f , compared with Figure 16d , two regions (room numbers 2 and 13) were found to be over-segmented. This problem was due to the fact that several hollow parts prevented the detection window from entering those rooms, thus leading to incorrect initial segmentation. In the refinement phase, if the number of neighboring, unoccupied pixels of a segment is greater than the number of occupied ones, the algorithm is not able to distinguish the over-segmented room from the other, real rooms. To prevent hollow parts on the binary map, users need to either select a greater pixel size for rasterization or perform multiple scans to avoid low-density areas. 
Comparison with Existing Methods Using Publicly Available Data Sets
Additionally, we compared our room segmentation with those of five popular existing methods using 20 publicly available non-furnished data sets [19] . Use of these data sets reflected our assumption that occlusions and clutter are properly reduced by means of point-cloud projection. Figure 17 provides a visual comparison of the segment maps created by each of the algorithms. Due to the length limit of this paper, only four segmentation results, those that best describe the strengths and limitations of the proposed approach, are listed in the figure. Figure 17a -g depicts the ground truths by human segmentation, the morphological segmentation [22] , the distance transform-based segmentation [23] , the Voronoi graph-based segmentation [20] , the feature-based segmentation [33] , the Voronoi random field segmentation [34] , and our room segmentation, respectively.
At this stage, one should note that we used the existing ground truths and segmentation results available online [42] to avoid any subjectivities and ambiguities arising from reproducing the segment maps with different test specifications and parameter adjustments.
Overall, the existing methods offer irregular or ragged segments, and are susceptible to severe over-or under-segmentation. As indicated in Figure 17b , the morphological approach resulted in highly ragged segmentations with the first, third, and fourth data sets, and showed severe under-segmentation with the second data set (the brown-colored regions). Likewise, the distance transform-based approach (Figure 17c ) suffered from arbitrarily segmented boundaries over the test data sets. The Voronoi graph-based approach (Figure 17d ) enabled straight segment boundaries, but severe over-segmentation was found for the long corridor in the second data set and on the main hall in the third data set. The feature-based approach (Figure 17e) showed the worst results: highly ragged boundaries and severe under-segmentation over the test data sets. Among the existing methods, the Voronoi random field approach (Figure 17f ) generated the best overall segmentation results, though over-segmentation with ragged boundaries was still an issue, as shown for the third test data set. With regard to Figure 17g , visual inspection suggested that our approach has distinct advantages over the existing methods: it is resistant to over-or under-segmentation, and provides straight segment boundaries. More specifically, compared with the ground truths, our approach yielded quite similar segmented rooms and corridors for the second and third data sets. For the first and fourth data sets, our approach also afforded satisfactory results in the separation of rooms, but tended to some under-or over-segmentation of corridors. For example, with the first data set in Figure 17g , the two narrow corridors in the upper-left and lower-right corners were not properly separated from the main hall because, as is the case in Figure 15e , they violated our second 
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Correctness =
total number of pixels matched total number of pixels detected automatically (2) Completeness = total number of pixels matched total number of pixels detected manually (3)
Absolute Deviation = |N m − N a |
In the table, the average values indicate the average measures of the five existing methods. Each bolded value is a best or second-best result. Overall, it was found that the proposed approach outperformed all of the average values. In the case of the non-furnished data sets, the correctness of the proposed approach (89.6 ± 9.8%) was comparable with the second-best value (90.0 ± 8.4%) achieved by the Voronoi-random method. Moreover, the proposed approach achieved the best results for the measures of completeness (91.7 ± 9.0%) and absolute-deviation (2.5). Meanwhile, in the case of the furnished data sets, the proposed approach achieved two second-best results, for the measures of correctness and completeness (84.8 ± 13.9% and 67.8 ± 14.5%), respectively, which proved that the proposed room segmentation is an effective approach for furnished environments. 
Conclusions
In the AEC industry, recently, the demand for as-built BIM creation of large and complex building interiors has increased with the advent of high-performance laser scanning devices. However, automated and detail-rich as-built modeling remains a challenge, as the available commercial and academic tools require excessive processing time and manual work. One way to facilitate the Scan-to-BIM process is to obtain a separate point cloud for each room, which allows for effective operation of the modeling phases for each room while reducing the computational complexity as compared with processing the entire data set. Such room segmentation is necessary for creating topological relationships to enrich 3D models with semantic information of the sort that is required for BIM. Unfortunately, most existing methods utilized in the AEC community rely on strict constraints or known scanner locations, a fact that limits their applications to specific data sets. Meanwhile, within the robotics community, room segmentation usually has been implemented on occupancy grid maps in a 2D context, which often leads to over-segmentation with arbitrarily segmented boundaries.
In contrast to the conventional methods, our input is just a registered point cloud acquired by either a static laser scanner or a mobile scanning system; supplementary data, such as known scanner locations or training data, are not needed for the segmentation, thus allowing for more general applications of the proposed approach, even to existing or publicly available data. Based on the assumption that each room is bound by vertical walls, we propose to project the 3D point-cloud input onto a 2D binary map and to segment rooms using morphological processing. We tested our approach under a variety of data conditions, including real-world, synthetic, and publicly available 2D and 3D data sets. The experiments with the real-world data sets demonstrated the robustness against occlusions and clutter in 3D point clouds, while the experiments with the five synthetic data sets proved our method's high segmentation performance regardless of the number of rooms or the complexity of architectural shapes. Additionally, comparisons with the five popular existing methods were conducted using 20 publicly available non-furnished and furnished data sets. The qualitative evaluations proved that the proposed approach is resistant to over-or under-segmentation while preserving straight segment boundaries. In the quantitative evaluations, the proposed approach exceeded the existing methods in terms of the measures of completeness and absolute deviation with non-furnished data, and the measures of correctness and completeness with furnished data.
Overall, the proposed approach achieved high performance with the non-furnished data sets. It also had relatively good results when dealing with the furnished data sets, although improvement in this area is necessary. It can also be a problem when only parts of a building are scanned, as shown in Figure 15 . Thus, in future work, we will further investigate occlusion problems to improve the robustness of our method against such furnished or incomplete data input. In addition, we will aim at automatic detection window size control allowing for segmentation of complex indoor environments containing several different-sized passages. Although the proposed noise filtering helps to reduce the number of unwanted scan points outside the building, noise inside the scan area remains a problem that leads to the type of segmentation failure indicated in Figure 14 . Therefore, other means of resolving this problem will be considered, for example, the removal of noisy points that are beyond a certain range from nearby walls extracted by planar detection. Based on the segmented point cloud, the next phase of our research will involve segmentation and modeling of detail-rich architectural components, such as columns, windows, and doors, for as-built BIM creation.
